where relatedness has proved to yield consistent empirical support. We show that that the SB approach captures this relationship well. Of course, entry decisions reflect expected, not realized, efficiencies, so we look next at the postentry performance of firms that enter related industries. We show that the SB approach predicts the probability that a diversified firm is able to survive in a newly entered industry better than the conventional approaches do.
Finally, we check to see if SB measures of relatedness are contaminated by motives for diversification unrelated to efficiency, such as herd behavior and mutual forbearance. If entry reflects herding, as in the "information cascade" models of Banerjee (1992) and Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch (1992) , rather than independent assessments of the characteristics of particular industry combinations, then observed combinations tell us little about efficiency. However, the SB approach is a good predictor of postentry survival, which is inconsistent with a herding-based explanation for diversification. The mutual forbearance hypothesis suggests that contact between firms across markets induces implicit or explicit agreements to refrain from aggressive competition (Edwards, 1955; Gimeno, 1999; Greve & Baum, 2001) . SB measures of relatedness are particularly prone to incorporate such behaviors because they are built by counting the frequencies of multimarket contact across industries. We show, however, that the SB measure is even more effective at predicting entry into fragmented industries, in which forbearance motives are unlikely to play a role, than into concentrated markets. In short, the SB approach appears to capture, effectively, the kinds of relatedness that matter for efficiency.
The discussion is organized as follows: We begin by reviewing the resource-based approach to relatedness, explaining the conditions under which diversification should improve efficiency and summarizing existing measures of relatedness. Next, we describe the SB approach and explain how it can alleviate the shortcomings of existing measures. We turn next to the empirical work, comparing the quality of SB and SIC-based measures in predicting market-entry decisions by diversifying firms, along with the degree to which entry decisions are reversed. Finally, we show that our analysis is robust to possible contamination from herding or mutual forbearance.
Diversification, Relatedness, and Efficiency
Diversification decisions figure prominently in both the strategic positioning and resourcebased approaches to competitive and corporate strategy. Both approaches emphasize the potential efficiency gains from exploiting scope economies, although Porter (1980) pays particular attention to the stand-alone attractiveness of the target industry and the costs of entry. Transaction cost economics, following Williamson (1975) , has emphasized the potential for diversified acquisitions to generate efficiencies in the internal capital market. Alchian (1969) and Williamson (1975) , and more recently Gertner, Scharfstein, and Stein (1994) and Stein (1997) , argue that internal capital markets have advantages where access to external funds is limited. The central office of the diversified firm can use informational advantages, residual control rights, and its ability to intervene selectively in divisional affairs to allocate resources within the firm better than the external capital markets would do if the divisions were standalone firms. However, other writers argue that cross-subsidization is harmful, leading to rent seeking by divisional managers (Scharfstein & Stein, 2000) , bargaining problems within the firm (Rajan, Servaes, & Zingales, 2000) , or bureaucratic rigidity (Shin & Stulz, 1998) . More generally, managers may diversify, especially by acquisition, primarily to increase their compensation, job security, or span of control (Amihud & Lev, 1981) .
The SB approach focuses on which combinations of industries are systematically preferred by managers, although it is agnostic about the precise mechanisms by which such combinations are chosen. However, as we indicate here, the pattern of combinations we observe cannot be explained by herding or mutual forbearance, suggesting that efficiency, not agency or cognitive bias, drives these patterns. The resource-based view suggests two possible sources of efficiency, substitutability among resources and complementarities across resources, all in the presence of positive transaction costs. Advantages of the internal capital market could also play a role, although this approach has generally been applied to unrelated, rather than related, diversification.
Efficiency explanations for related diversification typically center on economies of scope. Scope economies justify related diversification when three conditions are met. First, resources must be functional substitutes across industries, meaning that resources used in one industry can be used in another. Second, these resources must be at least partially indivisible. Consider a situation in which a resource in industry A is a perfect substitute for a resource in industry B. If resources are perfectly divisible, then a firm realizes no benefit from diversifying from industry A into industry B. If resources are not perfectly divisibile, 1 single-business firms and unrelated diversifiers are left with costly excess capacity. This insight goes back to Penrose (1959) , who noted that in the course of their normal operations firms continuously generate new resources and excess capacity in existing resources. If these resources are not fully exploited in the firm's existing businesses, they are potentially deployable at low marginal cost in a new business. Accordingly, relatedness is valuable only when some indivisibilities exist.
Third, there must be transaction costs in the market for excess capacity. As Teece (1980 Teece ( , 1982 points out, although indivisibilities imply joint production, they do not explain why joint production must be organized within a single firm. If the excess capacity created by indivisibilities can be traded in well-functioning markets, then single-business firms and unrelated diversifiers can simply sell or rent out their excess capacity or buy exactly the capacity they need from others. In other words, absent transactional difficulties, two separate firms could contract to share the inputs, facilities, or whatever accounts for the relevant scope economies. If they do not, it must be because the costs of writing or enforcing such a contract are greater than the benefits from joint production. Whether the firms will integrate thus depends on the comparative costs and benefits of contracting, not on the underlying production technology. Indeed, if contracting costs are low, the related diversifier may actually compete at a disadvantage relative to the single-business firm, because the diversified firm faces the additional bureaucratic costs of low-powered incentives, increased complexity, and so on (Williamson, 1985) .
More recent attention has focused not on resource substitutability but on resource complementarity (Christensen & Foss, 1997; Foss & Christensen, 2001; Larsson & Finkelstein, 1999; Teece et al., 1994) . Complementarities exist when investment in one industry increases the value of resources used in another industry or when decisions about resource use in one industry affect similar decisions in another. These positive spillovers create a quantitative Lien, Klein / Using Competition to Measure Relatedness 1081 and qualitative coordination problem that may be best managed within a diversified firm (Milgrom & Roberts, 1992; Richardson, 1972) .
2 To explain why this coordination problem cannot be solved in the market (i.e., between single-business firms or unrelated diversifiers), we must again appeal to some form of contracting costs. Hence, transaction costs are also relevant to situations involving complements.
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In sum, similarity among a diversified firm's industries should not be expected to create efficiency advantages unless accompanied by indivisibilities or positive spillovers and, in either case, positive transaction costs. Without the prospect of efficiency advantages, relatedness is not likely to matter (or must matter for other reasons than we usually assume). Unfortunately, as discussed below, developing measures of relatedness that screen for these conditions in a convincing manner is extremely difficult.
Of course, diversification may also reflect agency problems or attempts to exploit market power, rather than efficiency. We deal with these first by controlling for firm-and industryspecific factors associated with agency and market power when validating the SB measure and second with our analyses of herding and mutual forbearance. Although these do not exhaust the possible set of nonefficiency explanations for related diversification, our analysis suggests that SB measures do capture key efficiency aspects of relatedness.
Existing Measures of Relatedness
Measures of relatedness within strategic management research can be divided into three major categories: categorical measures, continuous SIC-based measures, and a few recent developments. As argued below, none of these effectively captures the conditions described in the previous section, the conditions under which relatedness generates value through efficiency gains.
Categorical Measures
The categorical approach, associated most closely with Rumelt (1974) , is perhaps the best-known attempt to capture relatedness. Based on three ratios, Rumelt classified diversification strategies into four broad categories (nine if subcategories are included): singlebusiness firms, dominant-business firms, related firms, and unrelated firms. The ratios used for classification are as follows: The specialization ratio is the proportion of a firm's revenue attributable to its largest single business. The related ratio is the proportion of a firm's revenue attributable to its largest group of related businesses. The vertical ratio is the proportion of a firm's revenue arising from all byproducts, intermediate products, and end products of a vertically integrated sequence of processing activities. The classification of businesses into related and unrelated-needed to compute the related ratio-is done subjectively, using similarities in inputs, production technology, distribution channels, and customers. As others have pointed out, there are potential problems with this procedure (Markides & Williamson, 1996; Robins & Wiersema, 1995) . Besides the reliability of the subjective element in the classifications, this procedure measures relatedness on a nominal level, only allowing comparisons within group averages.
Moreover, this procedure mainly captures the degree to which resources are potential substitutes across industry boundaries, which is only the case when there are large similarities in inputs, production technology, distribution channels, and customers. These measures do not capture indivisibilities, which determine whether excess capacity is likely to develop, nor do they incorporate any notion of transaction costs impeding coordination between firms. Because both indivisibilities and transaction are necessary for economies of scope to benefit related diversifiers, these measures are prone to exaggerate relatedness in some instances (i.e., where resources are close substitutes, but these additional conditions are not met). The implicit focus on similarities and economies of scope also raises the concern that such a procedure may not capture complementarity well, which implies that it will underestimate relatedness in other instances (Foss & Christensen, 2001 ).
Continuous SIC-Based Measures
The use of continuous SIC-based measures is by far the most popular approach in the strategy literature (Robins & Wiersema, 2003) . These measures include the entropy index (Jacquemin & Berry, 1979) and the concentric index (Caves et al., 1980) . Compared to Rumelt's categorical measures, these measures are less dependent on subjective assessments about the degree to which particular industries are related. The assignment of SIC codes to industries by the Census Bureau does of course involve some subjectivity, but the subjective component is consistent across studies that use SIC codes to compute relatedness. SIC-based measures also allow relatedness to be measured in intervals. The 2-, 3-, and 4-digit levels in the SIC system are treated as points on an underlying scale of relatedness, and arithmetic values are assigned to the distances.
However, the use of distances in the SIC system also introduces problems. Hall and St. John (1994) , for example, found that categorical and continuous measures capture different aspects of relatedness and even question whether they capture the same underlying construct. Continuous measures are built on an assumption that industries are homogeneous within category levels, which is problematic if the breadth of the industry classifications vary, which most observers agree that they do (Robins & Wiersema, 1995; Rumelt, 1982) . It also assumes that industries equally distant within the SIC hierarchy are equally dissimilar, which is problematic. Most important for present purposes, however, SIC-based measurements are no better than categorical measures in capturing indivisibilities and transaction costs. 4 In other words, even if distance among SIC codes is a good proxy for resource substitutability, these measures will tend to exaggerate relatedness. Foss and Christensen (2001) also point out that SIC-based procedures have an implicit bias toward economies of scope and thus are unlikely to capture complementarity, suggesting that this type of relatedness is prone to be underestimated. be subject to positive transaction costs. If such types of resources can be identified, similarities among such resources should be more likely to enhance efficiency. One particularly promising approach is the use of data from patent filings to mark technology flows between industries, which in turn indicates the extent to which technological resources in one industry are valuable in another (Breschi, Lissoni, & Malerba, 2003; Engelsman & van Raan, 1992; Jaffe, 1986; Kim & Kogut, 1996; Laursen & Meliciani, 2000; Robins & Wiersema, 1995; Silverman, 1999; Piscitello, 2000) . 5 The results of these studies are generally in line with theoretical predictions from the relatedness literature, more so than studies using categorical and SIC-based measures, perhaps because relatedness is measured more appropriately. Indeed, technological resources are likely to be imperfectly divisible; some technological resources, like patents, can be described as quasi-public goods, meaning that their use in one business does not preclude their use in another (if the technology or knowledge can be replicated at zero or low marginal cost). Such technology flows may also indicate the extent to which there are dynamic complementarities across industries. Finally, there are reasons to believe that trading in technological resources is often subject to high transaction costs (Teece, 1986) . Tacit knowledge may make it difficult to transfer technological resources by contract. Alternatively, technological resources may be easy to transfer, but the value they represent may be difficult to appropriate once the knowledge has been revealed to a potential buyer.
However, such measures are not without limitations. First, they can capture only relatedness associated with technological resources, and can do so in patent-intensive industries. This indicates some severe restrictions on where these measures can be applied and the forms of relatedness they can capture. Moreover, these measures are probably noisy even under favorable circumstances. Not all technological resources are quasi-public goods; some, for example, may be linked to knowledge that cannot be easily replicated. This can be the case if technology transfer requires knowledge that cannot be separated from one or a group of individuals (perhaps due to its tacit character). The capacity of these individuals may be exhausted in existing applications, leaving the condition of excess capacity unsatisfied. Also, there are several types of technological resources where market trading is indeed feasible (Levin, Klevorick, Nelson, Winter, Gilbert, & Griliches, 1987; Silverman, 1999; Teece, 1986) . The prevalence of technology and patent licensing arrangements illustrates this point.
Other measures used occasionally in the relatedness literature include ones based on human resource profiles (Farjoun, 1994) , input ratios (Montgomery & Hariharan, 1991) , commodity flows (Fan & Lang, 2000) , and more. Although these may vary in their abilities to capture to what extent resources in one industry are substitutes for or complements to resources in another, none offer a full solution for capturing the conditions of indivisibility, spillovers, and positive transaction costs.
More generally, measures based on patent concordances, human resource profiles, input ratios, and commodity flows capture a different kind of relatedness than do measures based on SIC codes. The former capture relatedness of resources, whereas SIC-based measures capture relatedness of products or markets. Although product-market relatedness is an important dimension of corporate strategy, it is not the kind of relatedness that theory tells us should lead to sustained competitive advantage. SB measures, as we argue below, subsume both resource and product-market relatedness as well as other diversification drivers (institutional effects, forbearance, and the like).
A Survivor-Based Approach to Relatedness
The core of the survivor principle is that the competitive process screens for efficiency and does so well enough that a sample of competitive firms will be dominated by the decisions or behaviors that are efficient (at least in a comparative sense; Alchian, 1950: 211) . 6 The argument relies on two key assumptions. One is that firms making negative profits will, unless some corrective measure is taken, lose resources and ultimately become extinct, whereas firms making positive profits will acquire resources and grow. The second assumption is that the desire for profit provides a strong incentive for the less successful firms to imitate the behavior of the more successful firms. Although few believe that the competitive process performs this screening perfectly, 7 research in industrial organization, organizational economics, and strategic management seems to indicate a fairly optimistic view of this process. After all, theories or hypotheses about what is efficient are routinely tested by measuring what firms actually do, which indicates a belief in the basic conjecture of the survivor principle. In transaction cost economics, for example, the hypothesis that vertical integration is more efficient than market governance when asset specificity is high is typically tested by measuring whether firms actually integrate when asset specificity is high (David & Han, 2004; Klein, 2005; Shelanski & Klein, 1995) , not by examining the performance of alternative integration strategies. 8 In agency theory, hypotheses about the relative efficiency of alternative contracts are tested by measuring which contracts firms actually employ (e.g., Anderson, 1985; Eisenhardt, 1985; Zenger & Marshall, 2000) .
If the survivor principle holds, relatedness can be measured by observing which industries firms in competitive markets most often combine. In other words, related industries are defined as those most often performed together. Specifically, we estimate how much the frequencies of actual combinations of 4-digit SIC industries deviate from what one would expect if diversification patterns were random. We take this difference to constitute an SB measure of the relatedness between a pair of industries. 9 SB measures of relatedness have several potential advantages. First, SB measures incorporate the knowledge of those making portfolio decisions, presumably those with the best knowledge of the relevant benefits and costs of combinations. Even if this knowledge is imperfect, or firms are rife with agency problems, these decisions have been screened by the competitive process, which tends to reverse poor decisions. Second, among the feasible alternatives, the SB approach is holistic and flexible. It is holistic in the sense that it potentially captures all aspects of relatedness that are important for competitive outcomes, including the likelihood that a specific combination meets the conditions of excess capacity, spillovers, and transaction costs noted above. Note here that the screening for these conditions is not explicit, as would be the case ideally. Instead it is implicit, based on the assumption that if these conditions are important for competitive outcomes then decision makers and the competitive process will tend to weed out combinations where the conditions are not satisfied. The approach is flexible in the sense that it allows the causes of relatedness to vary across situations. Whether relatedness is primarily due to production assets, distribution assets, R&D spillovers, or whatever, is left unspecified. It is only assumed that combination frequencies reflect the important sources of relatedness, whatever they may be in each case.
The advantages noted above suggest that an SB approach can measure relatedness effectively, particularly in large-sample empirical research where detailed analysis of strategic decisions is not feasible. But the SB approach has potential disadvantages as well. Managers make mistakes or fail to act in firm owners' interests, and the competitive selection process is not perfect. For this reason, an SB measure will include noise. Critics of the survivor principle believe this noise is substantial (Elster, 1989; Hodgson, 1993; Winter, 1971) . All measures of relatedness are noisy, however. The more interesting question is whether SB measures are noisier than feasible alternatives, and even if so, whether SB measures offer other compensating strengths. Empirical analysis is the best judge. Below, we examine this question by comparing SB measures to the most commonly used measure (SIC distances) on the ability to predict the choice of destination industry for firms making diversification decisions and the ability to predict the fate of those diversification decisions. Our tests essentially constitute a horse race in criterion validity between the two approaches. But there is another, perhaps even more profound, problem: The flexibility of the SB approach comes at a cost. In particular, we do not know precisely what the measure captures. The empirical performance of the SB measures can therefore be inflated for reasons unrelated to relatedness. In other words, discriminant validity is a potential problem. Below we discuss the two mechanisms that seem to pose the biggest threat to discriminant validity, namely, herd behavior and mutual forbearance. We think our results suggest that SB measures are sufficiently promising to warrant further work. Moreover, the problem of knowing what exactly a relatedness measure is capturing is shared, at least partially, with SIC-distance measures. The SIC manual itself states: "The classification is organized to reflect the structure of the US economy. It does not follow any single principle, such as end use, nature of raw materials, product or market structure" (SIC Manual, 1987: 699) .
Our approach is based on a procedure originally developed by Teece et al. (1994) . Let the universe of diversified firms consist of K firms, each active in two or more of I industries. Let C ik = 1 if firm k is active in industry i. The number of industries participated in by firm k is m k = Σ i C ik , and the number of diversified firms present in industry i is n i = Σ k C ik . Let J ij be the number of diversified firms active in both industries i and j, such that J ij = Σ k C ik C jk . Thus, J ij is a count of how often industries i and j are actually combined within the same firm. J ij will be larger if industries i and j are related but will also increase with n i and n j . To remove the effect of the size of industries i and j, the number J ij is compared with the number of expected combinations if diversification patterns were random.
The random diversification hypothesis can be operationalized as a hypergeometric situation where a sample of size n i is drawn (without replacement) from a population of K firms. Those chosen are considered active in industry i. A second independent sample of size n j is then drawn from the population the population of K firms. Those chosen are considered active in industry j. The number x ij of firms active in both i and j is then a hypergeometric random variable with population K, special members n i , and sample size n j . The distribution function for this variable is then
(1)
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The mean and variance of X ij are, respectively, (2) (3) A standardized measure of the relatedness between industries i and j is then constructed based on the difference between J ij and μ ij in the following fashion: (4) The measure SR ij is thus a standardized measure of how much the actual number of combinations exceeds expected combinations under the random diversification hypothesis. With this fundamental measure of the relatedness between a pair of businesses, it is possible to compute various relatedness measures.
The two variants chosen here reflect our choice of dependent variables, which are (a) the probability that a given diversified firm will enter a given industry and (b) the probability that a recently entered industry will be exited again. Thus, we wish to develop measures that cast light on the relatedness between a given industry i (a candidate for entry or a recently entered industry) and the industries present in the parent portfolio.
The first measure captures the weighted average relatedness of the focal industry i to all other businesses in the parent portfolio. Assume a diversified firm that participates in m industries. Its business in industry j has sales of s j and SB relatedness SR ij with industry i. The weighted average SB relatedness (SURVTOT) of the target industry i to all other businesses in the firm is then defined as (5) A parallel measure based on SIC distances can be obtained as follows: An alternative approach does not consider how related the focal industry i is to all other business in the corporate portfolio but how related it is to the two closest neighboring businesses of the parent. The approach here is to rank the SB measure SR ij between the focal industry i and all other industries in the parent portfolio. The two industries with the highest
Lien, Klein / Using Competition to Measure Relatedness 1087 measure of SR ij are considered the neighboring businesses. Let λ ij = 1 for a business that is defined as a neighbor to business i, and λ ij = 0 for those that are not. The weighted average relatedness of neighbors to business i (SURVNBOR) is then defined by (7) Again, we also computed a parallel measure based on SIC distances: Given these four measures, SURVTOT, SICTOT, SURVNBOR, and SICNBOR, and given the assumption that a superior measure of relatedness will predict diversifying firms' choice of destination industry better, we can formulate the following hypotheses about entry:
Hypothesis 1: SURVTOT will explain the choice of destination industry better than SICTOT. Hypothesis 2: SURVNBOR will explain the choice of destination industry better than SICNBOR. Hypothesis 3: SURVTOT and SURVNBOR will both explain the choice of destination industry better than SICTOT and SICNBOR.
A Test of Survivor-Based Measures of Relatedness

Method
The test of Hypotheses 1-3 involves two distinct empirical operations. First, we calculate the SB measure of relatedness SR ij for all possible industry pairs in the U.S. economy. Using this measure, we calculate the SB measures SURVTOT and SURVNBOR for any specific business belonging to any specific parent and for any potential destination industry for any given parent. The second empirical operation is to test our hypotheses comparing the two SB measures and their SIC-based equivalents to the probability of a given parent entering a given industry. We use different samples for each of these operations.
Calculating SR ij . To calculate SR ij , we use the AGSM/Trinet Large Establishment Database (Trinet). The Trinet database contains biannual records of all U.S. establishments with more than 20 employees, including variables such as 4-digit SIC code, corporate ownership, and sales.
11 Trinet covers the period from 1979 through 1989, but changes in coding practices by Trinet leaves us with usable data from 1981, 1983, 1985, and 1987 . By aggregating the establishments for each parent in each 4-digit SIC code, and the different 4-digit
SIC codes for each parent, and different parents for each 4-digit SIC industry, we are able to get a comprehensive picture of diversification patterns in the U.S. economy. Comparison with the Census of Manufacturers indicate that Trinet contains 95% of all establishments it should (Voigt, 1993) and that omissions are most likely for small firms (which are less likely to be diversified).
The primary measure of SR ij is calculated from the Trinet files of 1981, using all recorded firms active in two or more 4-digit SIC codes as a basis. After deleting single-business firms and government-owned and nonprofit industries, we have 13,164 diversified firms, active in 929 different industries, covering a total of 57,647 individual businesses. Of the 431,056 possible industry pairs, 122,105 are observed. The measure of SR ij between the observed industry pairs ranges from -7.97 to 93.55, with a mean of 4.33 and a standard deviation of 5.06. We also calculate SR ij for industry pairs that were not combined by 1981, because some of these were combined in the subsequent periods where we observe entry or nonentry and because some of the randomly chosen nonentries create a need to calculate SR ij for industry pairs that were never combined-for unobserved combinations, we simply set the number of observed combinations (J ij ) to zero in the formula for calculating SR ij . Based on these calculations of SR ij , we calculate measures of SURVTOT and SURVNBOR i by following the procedures described in the previous section. Finally, note that relatedness between industries as measured by SR ij changes little over the period covered in this study. The correlation between SR ij in 1981 and 1983 is .941 and between 1981 and 1985 is .895.
Sample for testing Hypotheses 1-3.
The sample for testing Hypotheses 1-3 is derived as follows: To identify a set of firms that entered new industries, we start with the 13,164 diversified firms from the 1981 Trinet file, as described in the preceding paragraph. Next, to obtain the necessary data for the variables of interest, we merge the Trinet data with financial data from the Compustat database. Because the parent identity numbers in these two databases are different, the matching had to be done alphanumerically by parent name. Spelling differences between the two databases resulted in undisputable matches for 1,417 companies in the 1981 files of the two databases. We further require that the sample firms remain present in the Trinet databases throughout 1985. This is because registering entry (or nonentry) requires continued presence in the Trinet database. Because Trinet is biannual, we record entry as having occurred if a firm is active in an industry in the 1983 or 1985 files and that it was not active in the 1981 files. The requirement of continued presence in the Trinet database brings the sample down to 1,097 firms. Lastly, we require that the firms in our sample enter at least one new 4-digit industry in the period 1981 to 1985. This reduces the sample to 594 parent firms. Admittedly, this sampling procedure introduces a survivor bias to our sample. When we still choose do so, it is because our goal is not to evaluate why or when firms diversify but to compare the ability of different relatedness measures to predict the choice of destination industry by firms actually making a diversification decision.
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These 594 firms operated 8,588 businesses in 913 different 4-digit SIC codes in 1981. They entered 2,621 industries between 1981 and 1985, exited 2,117 industries, and remained in 6,404 industries throughout the period.
To test our hypotheses, we included all 2,621 instances of diversifying entry, but rather than using the entire set of potential industries that were not entered by our diversifying Lien, Klein / Using Competition to Measure Relatedness 1089 firms, we randomly select a matched sample of these nonentered industries. Our test is designed to compare the relatedness measures on the ability to discriminate between the entered and not-entered industries for a given firm. State-based sampling has been suggested as preferable to a pure random sample when a population is overwhelmingly characterized by one state and will provide unbiased and consistent coefficients for all variables except the constant term (McFadden & Manski, 1981) . Adjusting for 15 cases for which data were missing, this resulted in a final sample of a total of 5,227 observations with 2,619 entries into new industries and 2,608 potential entries that did not take place. Statistical methods. To test Hypotheses 1-3, we develop a model of the relationship between the probability of entry and relatedness, which controls for a number of industry and parent variables. The general model is the following:
13 P(entry = 1) = β 1 + β 2 (industry growth) + β 3 (industry concentration) + β 4 (industry profitability) + β 5 (parent size) + β 6 (parent diversity) + β 7 (parent profitability) + β 8 (parent liquidity) + β 9 (parent leverage) + β 10 (parent relatedness) + ε.
Industry-Level Control Variables
Industry growth. High-growth industries should be attractive candidates for entry, as growth allows firms to prosper without having to capture customers from competitors. Thus, industry growth tends to soften competitive rivalry and raise the average profitability (Kwoka & Ravenscraft, 1986; Salinger, 1984; Schmalensee, 1989) . High growth may therefore function as a substitute for close relatedness in the eyes of a decision maker who is concerned with postentry performance. Moreover, decision makers may obtain private benefits from growth, which may create a bias toward entering high-growth industries. For these reasons, one would expect industry growth to increase the probability that an industry is chosen as the destination industry. The variable industry growth is derived by estimating the growth in percentage of industry sales between 1981 and 1985, as reported in Trinet.
Industry concentration. Industry concentration is associated with entry barriers, both structural and strategic (Bain, 1956; Porter, 1980) . Entry barriers in turn are by definition negatively related to the probability that an industry is chosen as the target for entry. The variable industry concentration is derived by estimating the four-firm concentration ratio of each industry for 1981, based on Trinet data.
Industry profitability. The relationship between entry and industry profitability is ambiguous. High profitability invites entry but is more likely when entry barriers are high (Baumol, Panzar, & Willig, 1982) ; the net effect could go either way. To control for industry profitability, we calculate a measure of the median return on assets (ROA) for each industry over the 1980-1982 period. To calculate profitability, we use all single-business firms in the Compustat industrial file for each 4-digit SIC industry, along with corresponding segments in the Compustat business segment file. Because of incomplete asset allocation, the profitability ratios in the segment file are systematically higher than the profitability ratios in the corporate database, so we standardize the observations from each database by computing them as percentage deviations from the database mean.
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Parent-Level Control Variables
Besides industry-level controls, we also include several parent-level control variables. The reason for doing so warrants some comment. Recall that our main purpose is to see how well different relatedness measures identify destination industries chosen by diversifying firms, not to examine the drivers of diversification decisions. Because we employ a statebased sampling technique in which each industry entered by a given parent is matched with an industry not entered by the same parent, the coefficients on the parent-level variables do not convey information about how they influence the decision to diversify. However, we include parent-level controls to minimize the possibility that parent firm characteristics such as size, diversity, and so on influence the coefficients and relative performance of the relatedness measures we are comparing.
The parent-level controls are parent size, measured as total sales; parent diversity, measured as the number of SIC codes the parent is active in; parent profitability, measured as ROA; parent liquidity, measured as the ratio of current assets to current liabilities; and parent leverage, measured as long-term debt to market value. All these are computed using 1981 figures.
Relatedness Variables
Relatedness. Hypothesis 1 is tested using SURVTOT and SICTOT, which capture the sales-weighted average relatedness of the target industry i to all other businesses in the parent k. We expect the SB version (SURVTOT) to outperform the SIC-based version (SIC-TOT). (Note that the prefix SURV indicates an SB measure, whereas the prefix SIC indicates a SIC-based measure.) Hypothesis 2 is tested using SURVNBOR and SICNBOR, which capture the sales-weighted average relatedness between the target industry i and the two closest neighboring businesses of the parent. We again expect the SB version (SURVNBOR) to outperform the SIC-based version (SICNBOR). In testing Hypothesis 3, we include all four measures, and we expect the two measures with the prefix SURV to outperform both measures with the prefix SIC. Dependent variable. Our dependent variable is an indicator variable set equal to 1 if the parent entered a new 4-digit SIC code between 1981 and 1985 and 0 otherwise. The Trinet database is used to identify entries and nonentries.
Variable definitions and data sources are summarized in Table 1. Table 2 shows the means, standard deviations, and correlation coefficients for all independent variables.
Results
The results from five logistic regressions are presented in Table 3 . Model 1 contains control variables only. Model 2 contains control variables plus the SB measure SURVTOT. Model 3 contains control variables plus the equivalent SIC-based measure SICTOT. Model 4 contains control variables plus the SB measure SURVNBOR. Model 5 contains control variables plus the equivalent SIC-based measure SICNBOR.
As shown in Table 3 , all four relatedness measures are positive and statistically significant at the 1% level. This, and the substantial increases in all measures of model performance when any measure of relatedness is included, supports the general hypothesis that relatedness is an important determinant of the direction of diversification.
Hypothesis 1, which predicts that Model 2 will explain the choice of destination industry better than Model 3, is strongly supported; all measures of model performance improve substantially when SURVTOT is substituted for SICTOT. The model χ 2 improves from 677.81 to 1,808.84, an improvement that is statistically significant at the 1% level. The pseudo R 2 measure (Nagelkerke) increases from 16.8% to 40.4%. These increases represent improvements of approximately 167% and 140%, respectively. The ability to predict entries and nonentries also increases from 63.0% to 75.9%, an improvement of 99% (over the 50% base rate). We interpret these results as strong support for Hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 2 predicts that Model 4 explains the choice of destination industry better than Model 5. This hypothesis is also strongly supported. Again, all measures of model performance improve substantially when the measure SURVNBOR is substituted for SICNBOR. The model χ 2 improves from 1,023.01 to 1,766.57, an increase that is statistically significant at the 1% level. The pseudo R 2 measure increases from 24.5 % to 39.4% (Nagelkerke). These represent improvements of about of 73% and 61%, respectively. The ability to predict entries and nonentries also increases from 68.6% to 76.1%, an improvement of 40% (over the 50% base rate). We interpret these findings as strong support for Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3 predicts that both SB measures will outperform both SIC-based measures. This hypothesis is supported if the lowest performing SB measure outperforms the best performing SIC-based measure. As shown in Table 3 , the lowest performing SB measure is SURVNBOR, whereas the best performing SIC-based measure is SICNBOR. The test of Hypothesis 3 therefore reduces to the same test as Hypothesis 2, which as noted was strongly supported. We therefore conclude that Hypothesis 3 is also strongly supported.
We also examined possible complementarity between the SIC-based and SB measures by checking to see if adding SIC measures to a model including SB measures increases model performance. In these cases, the SIC measures are statistically significant but not economically Table 3 Relatedness and the Probability of Entry 
An Additional Test
The empirical analysis in the previous section provides strong evidence that an SB measure of relatedness captures whatever it is that decision makers are acting on better than an SIC-based measure does. However, entry decisions are about expected performance, whereas the relatedness construct is meant to capture actual efficiency consequences. Expected performance and actual efficiency are not necessarily the same. To see if SB is linked closely to actual efficiency, we examine the fate of diversifying firms' entry decisions. Our assumption is that the ability to survive in a newly entered industry is closely related to efficiency. In other words, inefficient combinations are systematically more likely to result in exit than are efficient ones.
If the SB measure is related to efficiency, one would expect it to be negatively related to the probability of exit, and furthermore, if it is a superior measure of relatedness, one would expect it to explain the probability of exit better than SIC-based measures do. This suggests the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4: SB measures of relatedness are negatively related to the probability of exit and are better than SIC-based measures in explaining the probability of exit.
The Empirical Test
To test Hypothesis 4, we do not restrict the sample to unambiguous matches between Trinet and Compustat, because 1987 is the last year for which we have Trinet data on industry participation, which are needed to determine if a firm is still active in an entered industry. Because the competitive process may take time to filter entry decisions, we restrict the sample to entries made between 1981 and 1983. Using data from 1987 to measure postentry survival poses a further challenge: The SIC system was revised in 1987, and there is no unambiguous procedure for converting between the two versions of the SIC system. Fortunately, 609 of the 913 relevant 4-digit SIC codes 16 were unchanged by the revision, so we restrict the sample to entries into these 609 industries. (Requiring an unambiguous match between Compustat and Trinet would have reduced this sample to 215 firms, with a severe bias toward larger firms.) To keep the sample representative, we use all entries recorded in the Trinet database between 1981 and 1983, for which their continued existence in 1987 could be determined. This provides a sample of 2,439 entries by 1,250 parent firms, among which 1,004 were subsequently exited, and 1,435 were not.
We again use a logistic regression to test Hypothesis 4. The dependent variable is the probability that an industry entered between 1981 and 1983 is exited by 1987. The general model is the following: P (exit = 1) = β 1 + β 2 (relatedness) + ε. The independent variables are the four relatedness measures used to test Hypotheses 1-3. Table 4 shows the means, standard deviations, and correlation coefficients of the four relatedness variables.
Because we are simply ranking the ability of the different relatedness measures to explain the probability that recently entered businesses will be exited, rather than studying the coefficient values per se, we do not include control variables in these regressions. The only exogenous variable we expect to affect the performance of the relatedness variables differently in this context is industry concentration, which we explore in detail below. However, as a robustness check, we repeat the analysis reported below using controls for industry growth, industry concentration, industry profitability, parent size, and parent diversity; our findings remain the same.
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Results Table 5 presents the results of four logistic regression analyses, one for each relatedness measure. The first claim in Hypothesis 4 is that the SB measures are negatively related to the probability of exit. As can be seen from the first row of Table 5 , both SB measures are indeed negatively signed and significant at the 1% level. The second claim was that the SB measures would explain the probability of exit better than their SIC-based counterparts do. As Table 5 shows, this claim is supported. The χ 2 and the pseudo R 2 are nearly three times as large in the model including SURVTOT compared to the model with SICTOT. Furthermore, the model including SURVNBOR outperforms the model with SICTOT. The difference in χ 2 between the models containing these two measures is statistically significant at the 1% level. The ability of the measure SICNBOR to predict exit is statistically significant but seems economically insignificant.
Again, we ask whether the measures appear to capture different, complementary aspects of relatedness. To explore this, we run a model with both SURVTOT and SICTOT included. The results are presented in column 5 of Table 5. As Table 5 shows, SICTOT adds little to a model containing SURVTOT only. The increase in model χ 2 is not significant by conventional standards, nor is the coefficient on SICTOT. We also note that the increase in pseudo R 2 is negligible. In other words, we find little evidence of complementarity between the measures.
In short, the superiority of the SB measures seems to hold for both entry decisions and entrant survival. In fact, although relatedness generally contributes more toward explaining Table 1 for definitions of the variables. Statistically significant correlations: * = 10% level; ** = 5% level; *** = 1% level.
entry decisions than explaining entrant survival, the relative superiority of the SB approach is actually higher for entrant survival than for entry.
Alternative Interpretations
As noted earlier, a potent argument against employing SB measures of relatedness is discriminant validity. Although the flexibility of the SB approach allows it to capture a variety of drivers of relatedness, we do not know precisely what we are measuring, and such a measure could be contaminated by mechanisms unrelated to relatedness. Our approach to this challenge is to examine two mechanisms that theoretically seem to constitute the biggest threat to discriminant validity: herding and mutual forbearance. We conclude that these two are unlikely to alter the conclusion that the SB approach has substantial net benefits over the SIC-based approach, although we acknowledge that more work is needed to verify that the SB measures capture what we want them to.
Herd Behavior
The entry patterns we observe could reflect herd behavior rather than efficiency. "Rational" herding occurs when decision makers suppress their private information, either because making a bad decision is less costly when others make the same decision (Scharfstein & Stein, 1990) or because decision makers believe that the decisions of others reflect valuable private information (Banerjee, 1992; Bikhchandani et al., 1992) . Either way, entry decisions may be based on the actions of others rather than on superior private knowledge about which industries are related to each other. Our SB measures of relatedness are particularly susceptible to contamination from herd behavior, as they measure what combinations firms in the same industries as the focal firm have chosen previously. SIC-based Note: Logistic regressions indicate the probability that a sample firm will exit a previously entered industry. Standard errors are in parentheses. See Table 1 for definitions of the variables. N = 2,439. Statistical significance: * = 10% level; ** = 5% level; *** = 1% level.
approaches, on the other hand, are based on standardized distances in the SIC system and are little influenced by the behavior of other firms. 18 Support for Hypotheses 1-3 may therefore be driven by herd behavior rather than by a superior ability to capture relatedness.
However, a herd behavior interpretation is inconsistent with our findings on postentry survival. If the SB measure primarily captures herding, rather than efficiency, we would expect it to predict entry well but survival poorly. Once entry has occurred, competitive forces should begin to screen the good decisions from the bad. As we showed previously, however, relatedness is a good predictor of survival-related industries are less likely to be exited than unrelated ones-and the SB measure predicts survival much better than its SIC-based equivalent does. A possible counterargument is that exit decisions also reflect herding, contaminating our measure of postentry performance. We think this concern is misplaced, however. It implies that those firms least sensitive to herding before entry (those that chose rare combinations) become the most sensitive to herding after entry. The reversal of a previous entry decision seems more likely to result from poor performance than from a sudden change of independence. In other words, the advantages of the SB measures, relative to their SIC-based equivalents, are enough to overcome possible contamination by herding.
Mutual Forbearance
Another potential concern is mutual forbearance. The forbearance hypothesis suggests that contact between firms across markets induces implicit or explicit agreements to refrain from aggressive competition (Edwards, 1955) . Multimarket contact enables a firm to respond to an aggressive action by a multipoint rival in one market with a retaliatory action in another. Such behavior increases the potential costs of aggressive moves, decreasing market competitiveness (Karnani & Wernerfelt, 1985) .
Firms may therefore prefer to enter industries where they will meet existing competitors as a mean of establishing mutual forbearance (Hypotheses 1-3 ). Or they may refrain from exiting a weak position in one industry (Hypothesis 4), not because they are reaping gains from relatedness but because they must remain in that industry to dissuade rivals from acting aggressively in other industries. There is some empirical support for the claim that the creation and exploitation of mutual forbearance affects the behavior and patterns of diversification (Greve & Baum, 2001) .
SB measures of relatedness are particularly prone to incorporate mutual forbearance motives because they are built by counting the frequencies of multimarket contact across industries. If our analysis is driven by mutual forbearance rather than relatedness, we expect SB measures to work best for predicting entry into more highly concentrated industries but be no better than SIC-based measures for predicting entry into less concentrated industries. The reason is that the mutual forbearance motive requires a minimum level of concentration to be plausible. In fragmented markets, existing or potential competitors without other markets to protect can force multimarket firms into vigorous competition. To test whether mutual forbearance can account for the better performance of SB measures of relatedness, we formulate the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 5: SB measures of relatedness explain the probability of entry better than SIC-based measures do when industry concentration in the destination industry is high but not when it is low.
A Final Test
To test Hypothesis 5, we use the same sample used to test Hypotheses 1-3. We divide the sample into two equally sized subsamples, one containing the most concentrated industries and the other containing the least concentrated industries, and rerun the logistic regressions used to test Hypotheses 1-3 on each sample. Table 6 presents results for both the high-and low-concentration subsamples. The results strongly contradict Hypothesis 5. Not only are the SB measures superior to the SIC-based measures in both subsamples, but SB measures' relative superiority is highest in the lowconcentration subsamples. This is seen most clearly in the difference in Δχ 2 from Model 2 to Model 3 and from Model 4 to Model 5. These changes in Δχ 2 are not only positive and highly significant for both subsamples but are actually larger for the low-concentration subsample than for the high-concentration subsample. In other words, the advantage of substituting SB measures for SIC-based measures is greatest where the mutual forbearance interpretation is least plausible. This suggests that the superior performance of the SB measures of relatedness is unlikely to be caused by mutual forbearance motives.
Conclusion
Improving our measures of key theoretical constructs is essential for advances in strategic management research. Few constructs are more important than relatedness, and few measurement procedures have been more heavily criticized than those used to capture relatedness (Fan & Lang, 2000; Markides & Williamson, 1994 Robins & Wiersma, 1995 Silverman, 1999) . The SB approach investigated here allows the actions of firms in competitive markets to tell us which industries are related to which, instead of imposing some a priori view of relatedness on the data. Rather than letting the SIC system or the researcher be the judge of what is related to what, we rely on the wisdom of local decision makers and the screening function of the competitive process.
Of course, this procedure also means that we do not directly know the causes of relatedness in each particular instance. The flexibility of this approach, namely its ability to capture a variety of underlying causes of relatedness between industry combinations, makes it a potentially noisy measure. An important task for subsequent work is to treat SB relatedness as a dependent variable, examining its cross-sectional determinants and its evolution over time. In this way, we may learn better whether the measure captures what it should, and if it does, what relatedness really "is." We can also use SB measures to understand what relatedness "does" by looking at its effects on performance, growth, entry mode, financing, organizational choice, merger-and-acquisition performance, and the like. For example, in a related project, we find a significant positive relationship between relatedness and acquirer performance when relatedness is measured using the SB approach but no relationship when SIC-distance measures were used (Lien & Klein, 2006 Table 6 Relatedness and Probability of Entry, Split Concentration Samples We have focused here on marginal diversification moves (i.e., entry and exit) rather than on the characteristics of entire portfolios as is more common in the literature. This reflects our belief that the literature on relatedness and diversification may have moved too quickly to focus on aggregate constructs without sufficient understanding of the basic building blocks. The basic element in relatedness is the relationship between industry pairs, and the basic diversification action in corporate strategy is the addition or subtraction of a particular line of business. Of course, portfolio composition involves additional issues, but we think diversification itself is better understood when built on strong microfoundations. Consider, for example, Palich et al.'s (2000) finding of a curvilinear relationship between relatedness and performance.
One possible explanation for this pattern is that some firms run out of related target industries but continue to diversify. Whether firms tend to add unrelated industries only when related target industries are exhausted can be examined using the SB measures discussed here. Another possible source of curvilinearity is that increasing managerial complexity ultimately takes its toll such that at a certain level of diversity the benefits of relatedness decrease. Put differently, one should observe that diversity moderates the benefits of relatedness. Such moderation effects are more easily examined with a continuous, quantitative measure of the fundamental relatedness between industry pairs.
Furthermore, the SB approach is useful for characterizing interindustry relationships more generally. If we think of relatedness as distance, the SB approach allows us to place any industry within the space of all other industries. To see why this is useful, consider Santalo and Becerra's (2008) finding that the diversification-performance link is heterogeneous across industries. Some industries are dominated by diversified firms, whereas others are dominated by specialists. Santalo and Becerra show that the diversification discount arises primarily from diversification into the latter type of industries. In the spatial metaphor of relatedness, specialist industries would be described as those that are distant from all other industries. The SB approach allows us to quantify these kinds of relationships. How closely related is an industry's nearest "neighbor" industry? How many industries are combined with the focal industry? What is the sum of the relatedness to all these industries? Does it matter whether the closest neighboring industry is fragmented or concentrated? And so on.
Finally, note that it is straightforward to compute average relatedness scores for entire portfolios as well as the "portfolio-target industry" measures we have used here. One can also quantify other properties, such as the degree to which the portfolio is linked or clustered, and so on. Indeed, we expect that SB measures of firm-level relatedness may help resolve some difficult issues in the diversification discount literature. As noted above, that literature has made considerable progress in addressing the endogeneity and unobserved heterogeneity problems that plague research on the performance effects of organizational form and strategy. Still, that literature has tended to rely on coarse, distance-based measures of relatedness (or, in the case of the corporate finance literature, ignored relatedness altogether). Introducing a robust, continuous measure like the SB measure allows researchers to deal more easily with nonlinear relationships between diversification and relatedness and performance and to interact relatedness with other characteristics and behaviors.
Notes
1. In this we include as a special case the situation where the resource in question is a public input, so that excess capacity will always exist.
2. Recent literature emphasizes dynamic complementarities, the ability to identify new ways of combining existing resources or speed up the development of new resources. The benefits to similarity in this context arise because such dynamic complementarities may be greater if the industries in question share some basic features (March, 1991) or because some common characteristics facilitate their exploitation (Finkelstein & Haleblian, 2002; Prahalad & Bettis, 1986) . The degree of dynamic complementarity between industries thus depends on the balance between variety and similarity (Christensen & Foss, 1997) . Industries with appropriate balances between variety and similarity produce larger dynamic complementarities than do industries that are too different or too similar. Empirically, this implies that portfolios of businesses with strong interindustry complementarities should be considered related (or "coherent," in Teece, Rumelt, Dosi, and Winter's [1994] language) and that firms with related combinations of industries should outperform firms with unrelated combinations and single-business firms, ceteris paribus (again, assuming positive contracting costs).
3. Complementarities, combined with indivisibility, also play an important role in Penrose's (1959) approach to growth as well as in Lachmann's (1956) theory of capital heterogeneity. Notes Lachmann (1956) , As capital becomes more plentiful its accumulation does not take the form of multiplication of existing items, but that of a change in the composition of capital combinations. . . . The capital structure will thus change . . . almost certainly towards a higher degree of complexity, i.e. more types of capital items will now be included in the combinations. The new items, which either did not exist or were not used before, will mostly be of an indivisible character. Complementarity plus indivisibility are the essence of the matter. (pp. 79-80) 4. A study that does consider excess capacity is that by Chatterjee and Wernerfelt (1991) . 5. Silverman (1999) explicitly examines the influence of market failure on patterns of diversification. 6. For the view that the competitive process creates outcomes that are optimizing, see Friedman (1953) . 7. Friedman (1953) is a possible exception. 8. Some newer articles in the empirical transaction cost literature do not assume the survivor principle but, rather, employ a two-stage procedure in which the relationship between transactional characteristics and governance structure is endogenously chosen in the first stage and then used to explain performance in the second stage. Silverman, Nickerson, and Freeman (1997) , for example, show that transaction cost efficiency is positively correlated with firm survival in the for-hire trucking industry, whereas Bigelow (2001) examines outsourcing arrangements in the U.S. automobile industry and finds that transactions that are appropriately aligned tend to last longer than inappropriately organized ones.
9. The survivor principle has hardly been immune from criticism, as used both for theory building and theory testing. Our use of the survivor principle assumes that the competitive selection process is effective at screening for resource combinations that generate efficiencies. Critics have noted that Friedman's optimizing version of the survivor principle suffers from the problem of sufficient variation: The selection process can only choose the optimal behavior or decision if that behavior is part of the set of initial behaviors (Nelson & Winter, 1982) , unless there is entrepreneurial experimentation and learning. Moreover, unless incremental change is continually beneficial-that is, there is no local optimum next to the global optimum-it may be impossible to reach the optimal solution through small evolutionary steps (Elster, 1989 ). Alchian's comparative-efficiency version of the survivor principlea survival of the fitter, not the fittest-is not vulnerable to this critique. However, this more modest version is not immune to some of the other criticisms of the survivor principle. Winter (1964 Winter ( , 1971 , for instance, points out that because of environmental change, selection has a moving target; if environmental conditions change faster than the operation of the selection and adaptation process, it is difficult to say which environmental conditions a population is adapted to. A related objection is that the competitive process selects for overall firm performance, not the individual decisions that determine performance (Elster, 1989) .
10. We resorted to the following procedure when businesses were equidistant from the target industry: First, we identified the closest neighbor; if several were equidistant, we used the sales of the largest business to compute sales weights. Then we identified the second closest. If there were several second-closest firms, we chose the smallest of Lien, Klein / Using Competition to Measure Relatedness 1103 these. This was done to reflect our assumption that one would expect closer cooperation with the closest neighbor than with the second closest. The procedure implies that when the closeness to the two neighbors differed, we weighted our measure in favor of the closest of the two.
11. The Trinet database contains an unknown proportion of sales figures that are imputed from multiplying employee counts with average industry sales per employee. To examine whether this constitutes a substantial source of error for our sample, we correlated the sales data from Trinet with Compustat data. This resulted in a correlation of .893, which indicates that the sales data in Trinet are of acceptable quality.
12. Note that for all findings our hypotheses are unchanged if we instead use the full Trinet database (i.e., we do not match with Compustat), or if we do not restrict the sample to surviving firms, or if we remove the criterion of having entered at least one new industry. However, we do note that the latter criterion does increase the mean size of the firms in the sample significantly, from 69.1 in the Compustat population (SD = 3,315) to 206.5 in our sample (SD = 6,955).
13. We also experimented with including measures of liquidity and of leverage at the parent level. Non of these were significant, which is not surprising. One would assume that these variables affect the decision to diversify or not and, to a much lesser degree, the decision about which industry to target given that one is making a diversification decision.
14. Following Berger and Ofek (1995) , we define industries at the 4-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) level where five or more observations are available at that level, at the 3-digit SIC level if five or more observations are available only at that level, and at the 2-digit SIC level if five or more observations are available only at that level. For a critique of this approach, see Santalo and Becerra (2008) .
15. One possibly surprising finding from Table 2 is that the two survivor-based (SB) measures are more closely correlated with each other than SURVTOT is correlated with SICTOT and SURVNBOR is correlated with SICNBOR. A contributing factor is the fact that for firms in a small number of industries, the correlation between the two SB measures approaches 1 by construction. For firms with 2 businesses, the correlation is 1.0; for firms with 3 businesses, it is .96. But even disregarding firms with small portfolios, the correlation between the two SB measures is high; if we restrict the sample to cases involving firms with more than 10 businesses, the correlation is .7. The reason for this high correlation is the widespread tendency to construct related portfolios. If a potential target industry is close to some industries in a firm's portfolio-that is, if the two closest industries are close-then this target industry is systematically more likely to have a low average distance to all the industries in the portfolio. Conversely, if the target industry is distant from the two closest neighboring industries, then it is systematically likely to have a high average distance to all industries in the portfolio.
A useful analogy here is that diversification patterns create industries that clustered like stars in galaxies. A star is likely to have much lower minimum and average distance to other stars in the same galaxy than to stars in other galaxies.
16. SIC codes referring to public and nonprofit industries are omitted. 17. Regressions with control variables included are available from the authors. 18. Many industries that are close in the SIC system are never actually combined, for example, whereas many seemingly distant industries are frequently combined.
